


“An expert in the law, tested him with this question: ‘Teacher, 

which is the greatest commandment in the Law?’ Jesus replied: 

‘Love your God with all your heart and with all 

your soul and with all your mind’.”   

Matthew 22:35-37

“Do not conform any longer to the pattern of 

this world, but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind.”
Romans 12:1-2



“It is not good to have zeal without 

knowledge.”
Proverbs 19:2

“Apply your heart to instruction and your ears 

to words of knowledge .”
Proverbs 23:12



“Come now, let us reason together says the 

LORD.”   

Isaiah 1:18

“So [Paul] reasoned in the synagogue with 

the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well 

as in the marketplace day by day with those 

who happened to be there.” 
Acts 17:17

“Always be prepared to give an answer to 

everyone who asks you to give a reason for 

the hope that you have.” 
1 Peter 3:15



We are commanded to love God with our 

minds and commanded to be transformed by 

the renewing of our minds, so using your 

mind to the best of your ability is really not 

optional for a disciple of Jesus Christ. 

Furthermore, the Bible does not commend 

ignorance or uninformed enthusiasm, but 

encourages  to learn as much as we can and 

grow in knowledge.

Finally, God expects us to use our reason, 

both to know him better and also to explain 

and defend the gospel.



We must use our minds, knowledge, and 

reason to: 1) know and accept the truth, 2) 

understand and grow in our faith in Jesus 

Christ, 3) explain and defend our faith to 

others.

Apologetics involves all of these, but 

particularly explaining and defending 

our faith in Jesus Christ,

or showing others that our faith is 

reasonable and the gospel is true.
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And now for three words that are very 

important for understanding 

apologetics and the place of reason in 

the Christian faith:

Truth

Reason

Faith



Truth:

The truth of a statement is its 

“correspondence” to reality. Truth is 

what corresponds to, or accurately 

describes, reality. A truth claim is a 

statement made for someone to 

consider as an assertion of absolute

truth.



Examples:

“Abraham Lincoln was the 16th

president of the United States” (is 

true if and only if this corresponds to actual 

history)

“There is a God” (is true if and only if, etc.  . . .)

“The square root of four is two”

“All matter is composed of 

atoms made up of protons, 

neutrons, and electrons” (is 

true if and only if, etc.  . . .)

√4  = 2



Truth is absolute, it exists above 

whatever you or I feel, think, or 

say about it. Truth is universal; 

which means that whatever is 

true is true for all people, in all 

places, at all times.



When Jesus says, “I am . . .  

the truth” (John 14:6) he 

means something more 

than, “I am a statement that 

corresponds to reality”, but 

he does not mean less. 

Jesus is saying that to be 

connected to him—who he 

is and what he says and 

does—is to be connected to 

reality. Jesus doesn’t just 

describe reality, he 

embodies it.



We must choose

to accept truth, 

but our choice 

does not make

something true, 

nor does how we 

feel about it 

change the truth.







Reason:

Reason is the God-given 

faculty of our mind that 

enables us to recognize

truth,  gain knowledge, 

and defend our beliefs. 

Like any ability, reason 

must be exercised and 

trained to reach its full 

potential.



Faith:

Faith is belief coupled with trust and 

loyalty. 

Faith begins with knowledge of and 

acceptance of truth (belief) about the 

object of faith. Faith then places trust in 

its object and continues by following in 

loyalty.



Faith in Jesus Christ is not

unquestioning belief without any 

evidence, nor just a small bit of 

knowledge coupled with an 

immediate emotional response. 

Genuine faith in Christ involves the 

whole person and the ongoing 

transformation of our thoughts and 

actions through discipleship.



Our faith in Jesus Christ is not based on our 

feelings, but based on fact – truth 

acknowledged and accepted. Genuine faith

involves accepting the truth of the good news 

of Jesus Christ and following Jesus Christ in 

discipleship and obedience. When we accept 

and follow Jesus Christ and his teaching, our 

feelings will certainly be affected. But we 

must not let our feelings tell us what to accept 

as true or lead our lives. If we follow Jesus 

Christ and his teaching, our feelings will be 

guided and enriched.



The relationships between 

fact, faith and following, 

and feeling can be shown in 

a model called the 

Pyramid of Faith 



The Pyramid of Faith

Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact



Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact

a fact is something 

that is true about 

reality, that we may 

discover and 

accept

feelings are emotional
responses to what we 

believe is true

faith and following are 

cognitive and 

volitional responses to 

our acceptance of  the 

truth of  the gospel of  

Jesus Christ 



Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact
There are four key facts that are 

the base or foundation of 

christian faith



There is a god

Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact



The bible is true

Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact



Jesus Christ is 

risen son of god

Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact



The christian worldview 

makes sense

Feelings

Following

Faith

Fact



Let me make that point one more time . . . 
fact:

There is a God 

The Bible is true

Jesus Christ is the 

risen son of god 

the christian worldview 

makes sense 



And now a few words about 
epistemology, which is the study of 

how we know things . . . 

Scientific / Empirical Facts

Historical Facts

Philosophical / Logical Facts

Existential Facts



Scientific / Empirical Facts 

are known by observation by 

our five senses and by 

verification through 

experimentation.

Historical Facts about past 

events are known through 

eyewitness testimony and 

historical documents.



Philosophical / Logical Facts 

are known through logic, 

self-evident truths, and 

through deductive and 

inductive arguments. 

Existential Facts are known 

through personal 

experience, introspection, 

and intuition.




